PREP/ FOUNDATION

- Participate in the role play of Bugie (Lies) which focuses on the language of encouragement, animals and animal sounds which can be different in other languages

YEAR ONE

- Focus on the story of Il pappagallo (The Cockatoo) which focuses on family and pets

YEAR THREE

- Create a simple story based on the model of La macchinetta rossa (The Little Red Car) using Australian national landmarks
- Be introduced to the use of some expressions like Che macchinetta! (What a car!), Che bello! (How beautiful!) Che magnifico! (How wonderful!) etc. which can be used in everyday interactions

YEAR FIVE

- Focus on language related to food, their preferences, likes and dislikes.
- Participate in a Roman feast

YEAR SIX

- Create a simple reader book for their Prep buddies and read it to them
- Focus on language related to ordering food and drinks at a cafe` or restaurant through role plays. They will create their own simple role play.